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WF-Sections 2.0.7 Beta1 available

We are very happy to release beta1 of WF-Sections 2.0.7 after a long time of waiting. Those of
you who already tried the cvs versions over the last weeks will have a good idea of what has
been fixed.

Lots of bugs were hunted down and many parts are rewritten. Especially the permission system
and the image and file management which includes now the mimetype system as used in wf-
downloads have gotten an overhaul.

This beta should help us to rule out the remaining important issues with wf-sections and we
hope that many people have the chance to test this version. However as usual with beta
software it is not recommended to run this in a production environment. Depending on the
feedback on this beta we will see how far we are from a beta2, RC or final.

There is a special discussion forum for the beta version in our board so we can collect all the
issues surfacing with this beta there. Please try to post comments about this beta version only in
there.

The link is here:

http://www.wf-projects.com/modules/ipboard/index.php?showforum=37

Note: Update script has been delayed and will follow in some days which we think is better than
to delay the whole package. Hope you agree ...

We thank all of you for your continued patience and hope that this release lives up to the
expectations in this beta.

You can find the file in our download section:

http://www.wf-projects.com/modules/wfdownloads/singlefile.php?cid=1&lid=52
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